
Delivering the 75% that
most IT companies don’t.

Introducing…

061 423 616 | hello@paqit.com

Peace of Mind

Empower Efficiency

Propel Profitability

KAIZEN 360



We’re like other IT companies, only better

You have likely found that most IT providers are pretty good at fixing computers
when they break. Being pretty reactive in your moment of need to get you back

working again.

This is without a doubt a vital component of any IT company worth their salt…and is
one we think should simply be taken as a given.

As a modern business, you will quite rightly have technology woven into almost
everything that you do. IT is a driver, an enabler; something that helps you to deliver

a better service to your customers, more effectively, and more profitably.

For these very reasons, you deserve far more from your IT company.

You deserve a partner that has a plan; a partner that helps you to grow and evolve,
not in spite of technology, but as a result of fully leveraging the benefits that IT can

bring.

Welcome to KAIZEN 360, your success through technology.

Strategic Planning & Alignment
Map out an improvement plan to support reaching your goals and overcoming
threats to drive operational efficiency, security and continuity.

Customer Centric Support
Support your team to maximise their use of IT, while proactively mitigating
issues and threats.

Analysis
Intelligence and expert guidance that helps you to improve your security
posture, realise your goals and sustain continual improvement.

Business Insights
Understand your business goals, challenges and needs. Spot opportunities for
improvement and bring recommendations for workflow enhancement.



A unique approach

Our mission is to give you far greater visibility and direction on what is happening with
your business. We ensure that your data is secured, your compliance requirements
achieved and any threats to that are identified and mitigated; all while keeping you
informed and in control.

Productivity enhanced, efficiency improved

Fears alleviated, peace of mind secured

We make technology far more accessible and tailored to the needs of your
processes and people. By understanding your business and providing your team
with the right education and support; they will be empowered to provide an improved
level of service to customers.

Budget in-hand, profitability increased

By overcoming risks and gaining control, harnessing technology to improve workflow
and output, and through improved staff & customer engagement; combine this with a
practical roadmap and budget, and you will reap the rewards of increased profitability
and security for the future.

Achieving harmony between your business and its technology will give you the ability to
fully leverage all its capabilities; benefits that add to your bottom line, providing a
continuous return on your investment.

Technology that delivers business success.



PAQ IT
Unit 60, Eastlink Business Park,
Ballysimon Road, Limerick

V94 XD62

061 423 616
hello@paqit.com

How do we do it?
To make you continuously successful by fully harnessing the power that technology can bring, we
have a proven process of learning, strategising and advising – with a focus on business and
process ahead of the IT.

We listen…
To help you on the road to achieving your goals, we take the time to learn about
your business.

We think...
Shaping a solution that tackles your obstacles, and empowers growth, requires a
unique plan.

We advise...
A partnership that helps you best align technology to the business, and leverage
its full capabilities.
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